High temporal acuity of auditory processing underlies perception of speech and other rapidly varying sounds. A common measure of auditory temporal acuity in humans is the threshold for detection of brief gaps in noise. Gap-detection deficits, observed in developmental disorders, are considered evidence for "sluggish" auditory processing. Here we show, in a mouse model of gap-detection deficits, that auditory brain sensitivity to brief gaps in noise can be impaired even without a general loss of central auditory temporal acuity. Extracellular recordings in three different subdivisions of the auditory thalamus in anesthetized mice revealed a stimulus-specific, subdivision-specific deficit in thalamic sensitivity to brief gaps in noise in experimental animals relative to controls. Neural responses to brief gaps in noise were reduced, but responses to other rapidly changing stimuli unaffected, in lemniscal and nonlemniscal (but not polysensory) subdivisions of the medial geniculate body. Through experiments and modeling, we demonstrate that the observed deficits in thalamic sensitivity to brief gaps in noise arise from reduced neural population activity following noise offsets, but not onsets. These results reveal dissociable sound-onset-sensitive and sound-offset-sensitive channels underlying auditory temporal processing, and suggest that gap-detection deficits can arise from specific impairment of the sound-offset-sensitive channel.
Introduction
Many sounds encountered in daily life (whispered speech, rustling leaves) are defined primarily by rapid changes in intensity over time. The ability to detect rapid changes in sound intensity is therefore critical to auditory scene analysis. Psychophysically, this ability is often quantified by measuring duration thresholds for detection of brief gaps in noise (gap-detection thresholds), which are commonly assumed to represent a general measure of auditory temporal acuity (Green, 1971) . Gap-detection thresholds are also used clinically as an index of the integrity of central auditory temporal processing mechanisms. Abnormally high gap-detection thresholds are considered a symptom of developmental auditory processing disorder (American SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association, 2005) and have also been reported in patients with autism spectrum disorders (Bhatara et al., 2013) and autoimmune disease (Benasich, 2002; Bruner et al., 2009) . Auditory gap-detection deficits are also commonly observed in elderly adults, even when there is no peripheral hearing loss (Gordon-Salant and Fitzgibbons, 1993; Snell, 1997; Strouse et al., 1998; Snell and Frisina, 2000) . These gap-detection deficits are usually interpreted as reflecting developmental abnormalities in, or age-related decline of, mechanisms of auditory temporal processing.
BXSB/MpJ-Yaa mice are an interesting model system in which to study the neural mechanisms of auditory temporal processing and gap-detection deficits. All BXSB/MpJ-Yaa mice have autoimmune disease (Andrews et al., 1978) , which in humans has been linked with a high incidence of auditory temporal processing abnormalities and gap-detection deficits (Benasich, 2002; Bruner et al., 2009) . Approximately 30%-50% of BXSB/MpJ-Yaa mice also have localized disruptions of neocortical lamination (ectopias) (Sherman et al., 1987 (Sherman et al., , 1990 , which resemble those observed in humans with auditory processing and developmental language disorders (Galaburda et al., 1985; Kaufmann and Galaburda, 1989; Ramus, 2004; Boscariol et al., 2011) . Intriguingly, although the ectopias occur in frontal cortex and not in auditory cortex, ectopic BXSB/MpJ-Yaa mice have greater difficulty than their nonectopic littermates with behavioral tasks involving detection of brief gaps in noise (Clark et al., 2000b) . However, ectopic animals perform normally on tasks involving detection of longer gaps in noise, suggesting a problem with auditory temporal acuity rather than overall hearing sensitivity. Ectopic BXSB/ MpJ-Yaa mice are therefore an animal model of gap-detection deficits, and with their nonectopic BXSB/MpJ-Yaa littermates as genetically matched controls, can be used to investigate the neural mechanisms of auditory temporal processing abnormalities.
Here we investigated auditory temporal processing in three different subdivisions of the auditory thalamus in both ectopic and nonectopic BXSB/MpJ-Yaa mice. We focused on the auditory thalamus because previous studies have suggested that both ectopia-like cortical abnormalities in animal models (Herman et al., 1997; Peiffer et al., 2002) and developmental disorders in humans (Galaburda et al., 1994; Díaz et al., 2012) cause abnormalities in the auditory thalamus. Furthermore, previous work had suggested that the abnormalities could be specific to particular central auditory pathways, and the three major ascending auditory pathways (lemniscal, nonlemniscal, and polysensory) are much more easily distinguished in the thalamus (Anderson and Linden, 2011) than in the cortex (Lee and Sherman, 2011) .
We report that, in ectopic mice, thalamic neurons in two of the three central auditory pathways exhibit reduced sensitivity to brief gaps in ongoing noise, but responses to other sounds, including other rapidly changing sounds, are unaffected. Furthermore, we find that neural responses to sound offsets, which likely originate in the central rather than perpiheral auditory system, occur less frequently in the auditory thalamus of ectopic mice, and this abnormality alone can account for both the stimulus specificity and subdivision specificity of the deficit in thalamic sensitivity to brief gaps in noise. We introduce a simple phenomenological model of central auditory intensity processing incorporating gain control and dissociable onset-sensitive and offset-sensitive channels, and we show that thalamic abnormalities in ectopic mice can be reproduced with a weakening of the contribution from the offset-sensitive channel. The results demonstrate the existence of two dissociable mechanisms of auditory temporal processing, one most sensitive to sound onsets and the other to sound offsets. Moreover, the findings indicate that apparent deficits in auditory temporal acuity could arise from specific abnormalities in central auditory processing of sound offsets.
Materials and Methods
Subjects. All procedures were approved under the United Kingdom Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act of 1986. Experiments were conducted in 33 male mice of the inbred BXSB/MpJ strain (i.e., BXSB/MpJ-Yaa mice; 14 ectopic and 19 nonectopic, as identified in postmortem histological analysis). Of these 33 mice, 13 ectopic and 14 nonectopic mice were used for both thalamic recordings and auditory brainstem response (ABR) recordings, and an additional 1 ectopic and 5 nonectopic mice were used for ABR recordings only.
BXSB/MpJ-Yaa mice carry the Y-linked autoimmune acceleration locus (Yaa) on the Y chromosome, which is the result of a duplication of a 4 Mbp, 19 gene telomeric segment of the X chromosome onto the Y chromosome (for details and references, see http://jaxmice.jax.org/ strain/000740.html). All male mice of the BXSB/MpJ strain (i.e., both ectopic and nonectopic BXSB/MpJ-Yaa animals) have the mutant Yaacontaining Y chromosome, which causes accelerated development of autoimmune disease (Andrews et al., 1978) typically by 20 weeks of age. Animals were therefore used in experiments at ages of 8 -20 weeks. There were no significant differences in age at recording time between ectopic and nonectopic animals (mean Ϯ SD of ages of mice used for thalamic recordings: ectopic 127 Ϯ 12 d, nonectopic 126 Ϯ 17 d, Student's t test, p ϭ 0.90; similar results obtained when including animals only used for ABR recording).
Surgical procedures and acoustic calibration. Surgical procedures were similar to those described previously (Anderson and Linden, 2011) , except for the use of urethane (1.9 g/kg in a 20% solution, Sigma) for anesthesia and buprenorphine (0.1 mg/kg) for analgesia. All auditory stimuli were presented free-field to the left ear (contralateral to the thalamic recording site), using a speaker (FF1, Tucker-Davis Technologies) positioned at Ϫ45°in azimuth relative to the animal and at the same elevation as the left auditory canal. A sound-attenuating ear plug was placed in the right ear. Before the start of each experiment, acoustic stimuli were calibrated near the opening of the animal's left auditory canal; after correction, the sound system frequency response was flat to within Ϯ2 dB from 2 to 90 kHz.
Auditory thalamic recordings. Extracellular single-unit and multiunit recordings were obtained from all major subdivisions of the right auditory thalamus. Multichannel electrode arrays were custom-made to enable simultaneous recording from multiple medial geniculate body (MGB) subdivisions. Linear arrays of eight parylene-coated tungsten microelectrodes (WPI, TM33A20) were mounted (by hand) onto a printed circuit board. The eight electrodes were spaced ϳ75 m apart, ensuring that the electrode array would completely span the mediolateral dimension of the mouse MGB. Each individual electrode on the array typically had an impedance of 1-2 M⍀ at 1 kHz. Electrode arrays were positioned stereotaxically and advanced using a hydraulic probe drive , which was controlled from outside the soundattenuated booth (FHC Neurocraft MCM/MCU). To ensure consistency in depth measurements across penetrations, the motor controller was zeroed as the tip of the microelectrode touched the cortical surface (as confirmed by visual inspection under a microscope and by an acoustic change in the electrode signal). In all penetrations, the electrode was moved down 2200 m below the cortical surface, then left to stabilize for ϳ10 min. Neurons were located using 50 s clicks presented at variable intensities. Trigger levels were set manually so that action potentials had to exceed a threshold of at least 2ϫ SD of the background noise. To prevent erroneous artifacts from being recorded as spikes, potential action potentials had to pass both the positive and negative threshold within 700 s of the first threshold crossing. Multiunit activity was recorded by the multichannel arrays, and single units were isolated by off-line spike sorting. We manually clustered spike waveforms in up to three dimensions (e.g., peak amplitude, trough amplitude, peak width) using spike-sorting software (Jan Schnupp's Brainware, Tucker-Davis Technologies). All results reported for analysis of pooled multiunit and single-unit data were also confirmed to be valid for single-unit data alone.
Once auditory responses were established, recordings were collected during 100 repetitions of a 50 s click presented with at least an 800 ms interstimulus interval. Further recordings were collected during presentations of click trains; tones varying in frequency and intensity; gap-in-noise stimuli; and noise maskers followed by click probes. Click trains were 200 ms in duration and composed of 60 dB SPL clicks with interclick intervals (ICIs) of 3. 125, 6.25, 12.5, 25, 50 , and 100 ms; responses to 20 repetitions of each train were recorded. To estimate each neuron's frequency-intensity response area, characteristic frequency, and threshold, 3 repetitions of tone pips at variable frequencies and intensities were presented in a sequential manner (2-75 kHz, 5-80 dB SPL with tones presented at least every 1/5 octave in 5 dB steps; tones had a 5 ms rise/fall time, 100 ms duration and were presented with an interstimulus interval of 500 ms). Gap-in-noise stimuli (20 repetitions each) consisted of a 200 ms 60 dB SPL noise stimulus, followed by a 0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 20, 50, or 100 ms silent gap, followed by a second 60 dB SPL noise burst 50 ms in duration. The 0 ms gap condition was a no-gap control, corresponding to a continuous 250 ms noise. Noise masker/click probe stimuli (20 repetitions each) consisted of 60 dB SPL noise bursts 50, 100, or 200 ms in duration, followed 20 ms later by a 50 s probe click (and 300 -500 ms later by an additional 50 s reference click, not otherwise discussed). Noise stimuli were generated as dense combs of overlaid tones with random starting phase, spaced 1/24 octave apart and spanning 2-80 kHz in frequency. Noise rise/fall time was 5 ms for noise masker/click probe stimuli and 0 ms for gap-in-noise stimuli. We used a 0 ms rise/fall for the gap-in-noise stimuli to avoid interference with measurement of neural gapdetection thresholds, which were often only 1-2 ms; spectral splatter would not be detectable, given that the noise stimulus was already so wideband as to cover virtually all of the hearing range of the mouse.
ABR measurements. Subdermal electrodes were placed at the vertex of the skull (ϩ), over the ipsilateral bulla (Ϫ), and over the contralateral bulla (ground). Signals were amplified 20ϫ with a Tucker-Davis Technologies low-impedance headstage (RA4LI), digitized with a 16-bit sigma-delta analog-to-digital converter (Tucker-Davis Technologies RA16SD, hardware bandpass filtering 2.2 Hz to 7.5 kHz), recorded at a 24.414 kHz sampling rate, and then bandpass filtered in software between 100 and 3000 Hz (fifth-order Butterworth filter). Click-evoked ABRs were recorded in response to 500 -1000 repetitions of a click stimulus, 50 s in duration, ranging in level from 5 to 80 dB SPL. ABR thresholds were defined as the lowest sound level at which at least two of the deflections in the ABR waveform exceeded 2ϫ SE of the background signal. Wave amplitude and latency were measured from ABR waveforms in response to click stimuli presented at 80 dB SPL, and all results were confirmed at a level 20 dB above threshold.
Data analysis. All data analyses were conducted blind to the ectopic status of the animal. Results of statistical tests are described as "significant" if p Ͻ 0.01, and as "trends" where p Ͼ 0.01 but Ͻ 0.05. All statistical tests were nonparametric and two-tailed unless otherwise specified.
Recordings of neuronal responses to 100 presentations of a single click were used to define spontaneous firing rates, first-spike latency, and peak latency. The spontaneous firing rate of each neuron was calculated from the first 4 ms of recording to the click stimulus (i.e., after presentation of the click and before a response was observed). A response to the click was considered significant if a poststimulus time histogram (PSTH) compiled from 100 click repetitions using 0.5 ms time bins showed a peak in firing that exceeded 2ϫ SD of the neuron's spontaneous rate. The firstspike latency to the click was defined as the median of the times at which the first spikes were elicited in response to the click, across 100 click presentations. Peak latencies were calculated from the mode of the response following 100 click presentations. Latencies were calculated from the PSTH using 0.5 ms bins; similar results were obtained with 0.1 or 0.2 ms binwidths.
Trains of clicks with different ICIs were used to assess the neuron's ability to follow temporally varying stimuli. The minimum ICI for synchronization was determined to be the minimum ICI for which the vector strength of the entire click train response was significant as determined using the Rayleigh test of uniformity (Rayleigh values Ͼ13.8, p Ͻ 0.001). For the fastest ICIs (6.25 and 3.125 ms), the onset portion of the response was excluded from vector-strength calculations to ensure that the onset response was not artificially contributing to synchronization. The peak firing rate and probability of firing were measured in response to each individual click for all ICI conditions for which the neuron showed statistically significant synchronization.
Responses to gap-in-noise stimuli with variable gap durations were used to assess neuronal sensitivity to brief gaps in noise. The neural gap-detection threshold was defined as the smallest gap that preceded a statistically significant response to the second noise stimulus. Assessment of the neural gap-detection threshold was performed for each neuron using PSTHs with 0.5 ms binwidths compiled from 20 repetitions of each gap-in-noise stimulus; all results were confirmed to be similar with 0.1 ms or 0.2 ms binwidths. The response to the second noise stimulus was considered significant if any part of the response exceeded 2ϫ the SD of the average background firing over the preceding 10 ms. Neural gapdetection thresholds estimated according to this rule were always confirmed (and corrected if necessary) by visual inspection of responses to gap-in-noise stimuli across the full range of gap durations. In particular, estimates of the neural gap-detection threshold for neurons responding to noise offsets were checked for any significant elevations in firing during the gap periods before the second noise onset. In practice, latencies of responses to noise offsets were usually much longer than neural gapdetection thresholds, and also much longer than latencies of responses to noise onsets. Therefore, in neurons with both offset and onset responses to noise, responses to the offset of the first noise burst in a gap-in-noise stimulus typically could not be distinguished from responses to the onset of the second noise burst for gap durations of 10 ms or less, and estimates of the neural gap-detection threshold based on activity during the second noise burst were almost always confirmed as correct after visual inspection of gap-in-noise responses and consideration of any offset responses. Moreover, and very importantly, estimation of the neural gap-detection threshold for each recorded neuron was performed blind to both the ectopic or nonectopic status of the animal and the localization of the recording site.
Responses to a 250 ms broadband noise (equivalent to the 0 ms gapin-noise condition) were used to categorize temporal PSTH shapes. These shapes were classified qualitatively as follows: (1) "On only" if the neuron had a transient response at the beginning of the 250 ms noise burst that returned to spontaneous rate within 30 ms after the initial response; (2) "On-sustain" if after the initial transient response, firing continued throughout the duration of the noise burst; (3) "Part-sustain" if firing continued 30 ms after the initial transient response, but not throughout the duration of the noise; (4) "Pauser" if following the transient onset response there was a clear period of inhibition (reduced firing) before firing recommenced, and the sustained firing varied in duration from a short burst (typically 30 -50 ms) to continuing throughout the duration of the stimulus; (5) "Build-up" if the neuron had no initial transient and the sustained firing increased over the duration of the noise stimulus; (6) "On-off" if the neuron produced transient responses at the beginning and the end of the noise burst; and (7) "Off only" if the neuron produced a transient response only at the end of the noise burst.
Automated identification of cells with transient offset (or onset) responses to broadband noise was performed on data recorded during presentations of a 250 ms noise (the 0 ms gap-in-noise stimulus). Neuronal spike times were binned into a PSTH with 1 ms resolution, and the mean and SD of the bin-by-bin firing rates were computed for the 50 1 ms bins preceding noise onset (the control interval). A neuron was judged to have a significant offset response if, within an interval 10 -60 ms after noise offset, the mean firing rate in at least two successive 1 ms bins (1) was significantly higher than the bin-by-bin firing rate in the control interval (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p Ͻ 0.01), and (2) rose between the two successive significant time bins. The same procedure, applied within an interval 0 -50 ms after noise onset, was used to identify neurons with a significant onset response. This automated procedure identified the vast majority of offset (and onset) responses that were apparent by eye, and successfully excluded other types of responses. In particular, the automated approach successfully distinguished transient noise-offset responses from other possible spiking patterns after noise offset, such as prolonged decay of high noise-induced firing rates, or return to a high spontaneous firing rates following noise-induced suppression.
Histological identification of thalamic recording sites and ectopias. As in Anderson and Linden (2011) , discrete electrolytic lesions (5 A for 5-7 s) were created to indicate the region of recording within the thalamus. Once physiological recording at each rostrocaudal position had ceased (and before moving to a new rostrocaudal position), electrolytic lesions were made in the most lateral and most medial electrode tracks that had yielded data. Lesions were created a fixed distance apart within each electrode track (as controlled by a hydraulic microdrive), allowing for estimation of tissue shrinkage and cutting angle. Histological reconstruction of all recording sites could then be accomplished using the recorded stereotaxic coordinates and estimated corrections for variations due to histological processing.
Procedures for histological processing were as described by Anderson et al. (2007) . Briefly, following an overdose of sodium pentobarbital (Euthatal, i.p.), mice were transcardially perfused with 4% PFA (chilled). Brains were postfixed in 4% PFA for 12 h. Coronal sections from the olfactory bulbs to a position caudal to the auditory thalamus were cut using a vibratome. Sections were 50 m thick and mounted on glass slides in two series of alternating sections. To clearly visualize MGB subdivisions and electrolytic lesions, one series was stained for the metabolic marker cytochrome oxidase by incubating sections for 3-5 h at 37°C in a solution containing 20 mg of diaminobenzidine hydrochloride in 10 ml of distilled water and 30 mg of cytochrome c with 3 g of sucrose in 30 ml of 0.1 M phosphate buffer titrated to pH 7.4. The second series was stained for Nissl substance using cresyl violet to visualize the presence of cortical ectopia. Cortical ectopias were identified using a light microscope, by a characteristic mushroom-like extrusion of cells into the molecular layer (layer I). The number, location, and hemisphere of the ectopia were recorded. Consistent with previous reports (Sherman et al., 1987 (Sherman et al., , 1990 , nearly half the BXSB/MpJ-Yaa animals had ectopias, usually only one, located in the frontal cortex.
Model description. The model we introduce here is not intended to be a physiologically realistic model of the auditory pathway, but rather an abstract description of essential stimulus transformations performed by the auditory pathway up to and including the thalamus. The basic computations performed by this simple model (integration, adaptation, delay, thresholding, and weighted summation) are not only biologically plausible but also fundamental; more elaborate models of central auditory processing would also involve some form of these computations. The model incorporates two key assumptions: (1) that auditory processing involves intensity gain control; and (2) that auditory thalamic population activity can be modeled as a weighted sum of outputs from two dissociable auditory channels, one most sensitive to sound onsets and another most sensitive to sound offsets.
The input to each channel is an integrated, adapted function of the time-varying sound level in dB SPL, s(t) . This process implements intensity gain control. The "integration" component of the computation can be described in the following discretized formulation:
where r I (t) is the integrated sound input, N is the maximum duration of the integration window, and temporal weights w I are defined as follows:
Thus, w I defines an integration window that acts in Equation 1 to weight the stimulus by an exponentially decaying function of preceding time, with time constant I . (For simplicity, the arbitrary scale factor K I is chosen such that Α aϭ0 N w I ͑a͒ ϭ 1, and the maximum window duration N is set to 5 I to ensure Ͼ99% decay of the exponential at the earliest time points falling within the window.) This integration step is linear in the stimulus and amounts to convolution of the time-varying stimulus (offset by the response latency) with the causal integration window defined by w I .
Adaptation is then implemented using a simple version of the standard nonlinear normalization equation (Carandini and Heeger, 2012) as follows:
where r IA (t) is the integrated and adapted sound input within the channel, M is the maximum duration of the adaptation window for the channel, and temporal weights w A are defined in a similar manner as for w I as follows:
Thus, w A defines an adaptation window acting in Equation 3 to weight the integrated stimulus r I (t) by an exponentially decaying function of preceding time, with time constant A . (For simplicity, we again define the arbitrary scale factor K A to be such that Α bϭ0 M w A ͑b͒ ϭ 1, and the maximum window duration M to be 5 A .) In other words, the integrated stimulus r I (t) is normalized by the function of its recent magnitude defined by the causal adaptation window w A , to obtain the integrated, adapted channel input r IA (t).
Substituting equation 1 for r I (t) in Equation 3
, we obtain the following equation for r IA (t) in terms of only the time-varying stimulus level s(t), integration window weights w I , and adaptation window weights w A as follows:
Intuitively, r IA (t) is the sound intensity integrated over the integration window, and scaled by an adaptive gain g(t) that depends on both the integration and adaptation windows:
When sound levels are very low (e.g., in "silence," modeled here as very low-level, 10 dB SPL noise), the denominator in this adaptive gain term will be closer to 1, and so the adaptive gain g(t) will approach 1; r IA (t) will therefore approach the integrated sound intensities falling within the integration window alone, Α iϭtϪN t w I ͑t Ϫ i͒s͑i͒. In contrast, when sound levels are continuously high (e.g., in continuous 60 dB SPL background noise), the denominator in the adaptive gain term will be large, and so the adaptive gain term g(t) will approach zero. Thus, the computations described above implement intensity gain control.
Model output is computed as the weighted sum of activity in two different channels receiving this integrated and adapted sound input. The first (onsetsensitive) channel provides a thresholded version of the integrated, adapted sound level (with a brief delay modeling non-zero response latency). In contrast, the second (offset-sensitive) channel provides an inverted and additionally delayed, then thresholded, version of the integrated, adapted input. The inversion in the second channel ensures that this channel produces suprathreshold signals only following sound offsets; such an inversion could in principle be implemented biologically through intracellular mechanisms (Kopp-Scheinpflug et al., 2011) or via disinhibition following transmission through inhibitory neurons. Longer delay for the offset-sensitive channel than for the onset-sensitive channel is consistent with our experimental observation that latencies of responses to noise offsets were longer than latencies of responses to noise onsets in both ectopic and nonectopic animals (see Results).
Importantly, the second (offset-sensitive) channel contributes to model output primarily following offsets of prolonged sounds (e.g., after a noise, or during gaps in noise), not following offsets of acoustic transients (clicks). The relative insensitivity of the second channel to click offsets arises because the output of this channel does not exceed the threshold baseline observed in "silence" (very low-level noise) unless two conditions are both met: there is a drop in sound level, and adaptive gain is lower than it would be during "silence." These conditions co-occur only following offsets of prolonged sounds, not following offsets of very transient sounds on a "silent" background.
Model fitting and testing. Model parameters were chosen to obtain a good qualitative match between "nonectopic" model output for simu-lated noise onsets and offsets, and the temporal profiles of ventral MGB population responses to noise onsets and offsets in nonectopic mice. Six model parameters were chosen to optimize this fit: the integration time constant ( I ϭ 6 ms) and adaptation time constant ( A ϭ 10 ms); the onset-sensitive channel delay (ch1 delay ϭ 5 ms) and weighting (ch1 weight ϭ 1.0); and the offset-sensitive channel delay (ch2 delay ϭ 13 ms) and weighting (ch2 weight ϭ 0.5). Only one parameter was changed from the "nonectopic" model to produce the "ectopic" model: the offset-sensitive channel weighting (ch2 weight reduced from 0.5 to 0.25).
We then tested these "nonectopic" and "ectopic" versions of the model using simulated versions of other stimuli: gap-in-noise stimuli, click trains, and clicks following noise. Simulated stimuli were generated as for acoustic stimuli, with "silence" simulated as low-level 10 dB SPL noise, and clicks simulated as 3 ms noise bursts to better approximate the speaker response to a 50 m voltage pulse and the neural population responses to isolated clicks. Our aim was to determine whether "nonectopic" and "ectopic" model outputs for gap-in-noise stimuli, click trains, and clicks following noise reproduced the observed similarities and differences between nonectopic and ectopic animals in ventral MGB population responses to these stimuli. This comparison is displayed in Results; similar results were obtained with small variations in the model parameters.
We also experimented with more complex models in which the integration and adaptation of the sound input involved different I and A parameters for the onset-sensitive and offsetsensitive channels, or the adaptative normalization was performed with nonunity scale factors, saturation factors, and exponents (Carandini and Heeger, 2012) . However, this added complexity appeared to be unnecessary, as qualitatively excellent fits to the data could be achieved with the simpler six-parameter model. 
Results
To identify possible neural correlates of previously described behavioral gap-detection deficits in ectopic BXSB/MpJ-Yaa mice, we recorded sound-evoked responses of neurons in three different subdivisions of the auditory thalamus in both ectopic and nonectopic animals. Extracellular recordings were obtained from single neurons and small populations of neurons (multiunits) in each of the ventral (lemniscal), dorsal (nonlemniscal), and medial (polysensory) subdivisions of the MGB, the auditory aspect of the thalamus (Fig. 1a) . Experiments were performed in terminally anesthetized animals (for controls related to the use of anesthesia, see Controls for effects of anesthesia).
All experiments and data analyses were conducted blind to the ectopic or nonectopic state of the animal, which could only be determined through postmortem histology, not genotyping. Ectopic and nonectopic BXSB/MpJ-Yaa mice are male littermates of an inbred mouse strain; the ectopias are thought to be a lowpenetrance consequence of genetic susceptibility to developmental disorders common to all inbred BXSB/MpJ-Yaa animals but expressed only stochastically or when triggered by environmental factors (Sherman et al., 1987 (Sherman et al., , 1990 . Therefore, comparisons made in this study are not between mutant and wild-type mice, but between genetically similar same-sex littermates of the same inbred strain, with or without a low-penetrance phenotypic abnormality (a cortical ectopia).
Ectopic animals were identified by the presence of one or more ectopias in cortical layer I in brain sections stained for Nissl substance (Fig. 1c) . Most ectopic animals had a single ectopia, located in the motor cortex of either hemisphere. The presence or absence of ectopias was confirmed in all cases by a second observer blind to the outcome of the first observer's assessment; the only disagreement between the two observers concerned the exact number of ectopias in one atypical animal with more than one ectopia.
Thalamic-subdivision-specific deficit in neural sensitivity to brief gaps in noise
We analyzed thalamic responses to "gap-in-noise" stimuli similar to those used in previous behavioral studies (Clark et al., 2000b) , and observed a range of thalamic response profiles dominated by transient increases in neural firing rates at the onset of the first (200 ms) noise epoch, with further bursts of firing at the onset of the second (50 ms) noise epoch following sufficiently long gaps. We defined a "neural gap-detection threshold" for each neural recording by identifying the shortest gap followed by a statistically significant burst of firing ( Fig. 1b, arrows ; see Materials and Methods). Neural gap-detection thresholds were significantly longer in ectopic than nonectopic animals in the MGB overall ( Fig. 1d ; Wilcoxon rank-sum test for difference in medians, p Ͻ 0.001), suggesting a possible neural substrate for behavioral deficits in gap detection previously reported in ectopic BXSB/MpJYaa animals (Clark et al., 2000b) .
The abnormality in neural gap-detection thresholds in ectopic mice was statistically significant for neurons located in the ventral (lemniscal) MGB subdivision ( Fig. 1e ; Wilcoxon rank-sum test p Ͻ 0.001), with a similar trend evident in the dorsal (nonlemniscal) MGB subdivision ( Fig. 1f ; p ϭ 0.04). However, there was no significant difference in neural gap-detection thresholds between ectopic and nonectopic mice for neurons in the medial (polysensory) MGB subdivision ( Fig. 1g ; p Ͼ 0.1). Similar results were obtained in all cases from Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for differences in distributions (all MGB and ventral MGB, p Ͻ 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ13 ; dorsal MGB, p ϭ 0.02; medial MGB, p Ͼ 0.2). The deficit in thalamic sensitivity to brief gaps in noise observed in ectopic mice therefore appeared to be subdivision-specific, affecting the lemniscal and perhaps nonlemniscal central auditory pathways but not the polysensory pathway (for further details on these pathways, see Anderson and Linden, 2011) .
Evidence suggests a central rather than peripheral auditory origin
The fact that the deficit in thalamic sensitivity to brief gaps in noise was evident in only two of three auditory thalamic subdivisions in ectopic animals constitutes strong circumstantial evidence that this deficit arises within particular central auditory pathways (i.e., within the auditory brain rather than within the ear). Additional evidence supporting this conclusion comes from the observation that there were no statistically significant differences between ectopic and nonectopic animals in basic auditory thalamic response properties, such as spontaneous neural firing rates, peak first-spike latencies for responses to clicks, intensity thresholds for responses to tones, or preferred frequency for tone responses at threshold [characteristic frequency (CF)], whether the data were pooled across MGB overall or analyzed separately for each subdivision ( Fig. 2a-d ; Wilcoxon rank-sum tests for differences in medians and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for differences in distributions, all p Ͼ 0.3). Moreover, there were no statistically significant differences between ectopic and nonectopic animals in basic evoked-potential measures of auditory nerve and brainstem responses ( Fig. 2e ; Wilcoxon rank-sum tests for differences in medians: ABR thresholds, p ϭ 0.97; ABR wave amplitudes, all p Ͼ 0.4; ABR wave latencies, all p Ͼ 0.3). Collectively, these findings indicate that the deficit in thalamic sensitivity to brief gaps in noise observed in ventral and dorsal MGB of ectopic mice is likely of central auditory origin.
No general deficit in central auditory temporal acuity
Does the deficit in thalamic sensitivity to brief gaps in noise observed in ectopic mice reflect a general deficit in central auditory temporal acuity? To test for "sluggish" auditory thalamic processing in ectopic BXSB/MpJ-Yaa mice, we examined responses in the three MGB subdivisions using another rapidly varying stimulus: a 200 ms train of clicks with ICIs spanning the range of intervals over which neural gap-detection deficits were observed (3.125-100 ms). Thalamic neurons in both ectopic and nonectopic animals generally produced a burst of firing in response to individual clicks at longer ICIs; as the ICI was reduced, these bursts merged into a less periodic response (Fig. 3a) . For each neuron or cluster of neurons, we defined the "minimum ICI for synchronization" to be the smallest ICI at which locking to the click repetition period was observed (i.e., smallest ICI for which the response showed statistically significant vector strength; see Materials and Methods). In contrast to neural gap-detection thresholds, minimum ICIs for synchronized firing to rapid click trains were statistically indistinguishable in ectopic and nonectopic mice in MGB overall and in each of the ventral, dorsal, and medial MGB subdivisions separately ( Fig. 3b-e ; Wilcoxon rank-sum tests for differences in medians and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for differences in distributions, all p Ͼ 0.1). Moreover, there were no significant differences between ectopic and nonectopic mice in thalamic responses to the individual clicks within the click trains, as illustrated in Figure 3f for first and second clicks in 6.25 ms ICI trains; similar results were obtained for third, fourth, and fifth clicks, different ICIs, and whether data were analyzed for MGB overall (as in Fig. 3f ) or for individual MGB subdivisions. Thus, there were no statistically significant differences between ectopic and nonectopic mice in thalamic sensitivity to rapid click trains, suggesting that the deficit in thalamic sensitivity to brief gaps in noise does not arise from a general deficit in central auditory temporal acuity.
No deficit in thalamic responses to noise onsets or sustained noise
Could abnormal auditory thalamic sensitivity to brief gaps in noise arise from abnormal responses to the noise preceding the gaps? There were no significant differences between ectopic and nonectopic animals in population responses to the 200 ms noise preceding the gap in either ventral or dorsal MGB (Fig. 4a, left and middle) , suggesting that neural gap-detection deficits in these MGB subdivisions cannot be explained by differences in neural sensitivity to the noise stimulus. Measures of peak firing rate following noise onset, latency to peak firing, average firing rate 0 -50 ms after noise onset, and steady-state firing rate in the last 50 ms of the noise revealed no statistically significant differences between ectopic and nonectopic mice in either ventral MGB or dorsal MGB (Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, all p Ͼ 0.1, except dorsal MGB 0 -50 ms firing rate p ϭ 0.03). Similar results were obtained in the medial MGB for the firing rate measures (Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, all p Ͼ 0.1); however, latencies to peak firing rate after noise onset were significantly shorter in ectopic than nonectopic animals (median [5%-95% CI]: ectopic mice, 10 [6 -17.4] ms; nonectopic mice, 12 [8 -25.9] ms; Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p Ͻ 2 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 ). This unexpected finding confirms our previous conclusion that central auditory processing is not more sluggish in ectopic than nonectopic mice; indeed, medial MGB responses to noise appear to be less sluggish in ectopic animals.
A specific deficit in thalamic activity following noise Thus, the deficit in thalamic sensitivity to brief gaps in noise observed in ventral and dorsal MGB of ectopic mice arises neither from a general deficit in central auditory temporal acuity nor from abnormal neural sensitivity to noise. Could the deficit instead reflect an abnormality in neural activity following noise? During long (100 ms) gaps in gap-in-noise stimuli, population PSTHs of ventral and dorsal (but not medial) MGB neurons revealed increased neural activity ϳ10 -60 ms following the offset of the 200 ms noise stimulus (Fig.  4b) . This neural population response to noise offsets was significantly weaker in ectopic than nonectopic mice in the ventral MGB ( Fig. 4b ; Wilcoxon rank-sum test on peak firing rates and average firing rates, both p Ͻ 0.0005), with a similar trend evident in the dorsal MGB for both measures (peak firing rates, p ϭ 0.05; average firing rates, p ϭ 0.03). In the medial MGB, where we observed neither deficits in neural gapdetection (Fig. 1g) nor deflections in the population PSTH following noise offsets (Fig. 4b, right) , there were no differences between ectopic and nonectopic animals in peak or average firing rates 10 -60 ms following noise offset (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, both p Ͼ 0.3). Therefore, both neural gapdetection deficits and offset response deficits in ectopic animals occur only in those MGB subdivisions which, in nonectopic animals, show increases in population activity following noise offsets. Intensity gain-control model with onset-sensitive and offset-sensitive channels replicates key features of thalamic population PSTHs These results suggest that both the stimulus specificity and the subdivision specificity of thalamic deficits observed in ectopic mice could arise from abnormally weak central auditory activity following noise offsets. To demonstrate how abnormalities in thalamic population activity following noise offsets might arise, we developed a simple phenomenological model of central auditory processing of temporal variations in sound intensity ( Fig. 5; for details, see Materials and Methods). This model transforms timevarying sound pressure level input into predicted auditory thalamic population output, using only biologically plausible computations, such as integration, adaptive normalization, thresholding, and weighted summation. The model incorporates two key assumptions: (1) that auditory processing involves intensity gain control; and (2) that auditory thalamic population activity can be modeled as a weighted sum of outputs from two dissociable auditory channels, one most sensitive to sound onsets and another most sensitive to sound offsets. The idea that onset-sensitive and offset-sensitive central auditory pathways are dissociable is consistent with results of previous physiological investigations (He, 2001; Scholl et al., 2010; Kopp-Scheinpflug et al., 2011) as well as with our findings in BXSB/MpJYaa mice. Intensity gain control has also been reported in many previous studies of central auditory processing (Robinson and McAlpine, 2009) and is essential in the model to ensure that offset responses are evoked primarily following prolonged sounds, not following acoustic transients such as clicks (see Materials and Methods).
This model successfully replicated many features of auditory thalamic responses to temporally varying sounds in nonectopic mice and could also account for deficits observed in ectopic mice as arising from a reduction in the contribution of an offset-sensitive central auditory channel to thalamic population activity. Model outputs mimicked the time course of ventral MGB population responses to noise onsets and offsets, and "nonectopic" and "ectopic" models differing only in a single model parameter, the weighting of the offset-sensitive channel, captured both similarities and differences between nonectopic and ectopic population PSTHs (Fig. 6a,b) . Outputs of the "nonectopic" Figure 3 . Ectopic mice have no deficit in auditory thalamic sensitivity to rapid click trains. a, Example responses to click trains from a neuron recorded in ventral MGB of an ectopic mouse. Insets, Superimposed rasters and PSTHs, with click stimuli (pink) indicated below. Synchronization of firing to each click train was quantified with the Rayleigh score (R) of vector strength. The minimum ICI for synchronization (arrow) was defined as the smallest ICI for which the vector strength was significant at the 0.001 level (R Ͼ 13.8). Closed circles represent significant vector strength. Open circles represent not significant. b, No differences between ectopic and nonectopic mice in distributions of minimum ICI for synchronization to click trains, for all recorded MGB neurons. Conventions as in Figure 1d . c-e, Same analysis and results for neurons recorded in ventral MGB (c), dorsal MGB (d), and medial MGB (e). f, No differences between ectopic and nonectopic mice in thalamic responses to 6.25 ms ICI (160 clicks/s) click trains, for all MGB recordings with statistically significant synchronized firing to those trains. Conventions as in Figure 2 . Left to right, Peak firing rate for response to first or second click in rapid click trains; probability of firing to first or second click. b-f, Results of Wilcoxon rank-sum tests for differences in medians are indicated; N.S., not significant (see text). Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for differences in distributions produced similar results.
and "ectopic" models for simulated 4 and 20 ms gaps in noise showed a remarkable similarity to ventral MGB population PSTHs (Fig. 6c,d ), replicating temporal features of the thalamic population responses as well as differences between nonectopic and ectopic animals. In particular, we found that the difference between nonectopic and ectopic animals in the peak ventral MGB population response after a brief gap in noise showed a nonmonotonic dependence on gap duration that peaked ϳ10 ms (Fig. 6e, right) . A similar nonmonotonic dependence on gap duration, also peaking ϳ10 ms, was evident in the difference between peak "nonectopic" and "ectopic" model outputs for simulated gap-in-noise stimuli (Fig. 6e, left) . Indeed, the differences in peak thalamic gap-in-noise responses between nonectopic and ectopic mice were significantly correlated with differences in peak "nonectopic" and "ectopic" model outputs for simulated gaps in noise of the same duration ( Fig. 6e, middle; Pearson's r ϭ 0.84, p Ͻ 0.005). This finding demonstrates that the model provided not only a qualitatively correct but also a quantitatively accurate description of the deficit in thalamic population responses to brief gaps in noise in ectopic mice. Moreover, the model also successfully replicated the key observation that responses to rapid click trains were similar in ectopic and nonectopic mice (Fig. 6f ) , although some detailed features of ventral MGB responses to rapid click trains (e.g., exact pattern of reduction in response to successive clicks) differed from model outputs.
Most importantly, the model also predicted additional stimulus-specific deficits in ventral MGB of ectopic mice, and these predictions were validated in further experiments. Specifically, the model predicted that ventral MGB activity evoked by a click 20 ms following noise would be stronger in nonectopic than ectopic animals (Fig. 7a,b, left) , even though there were no differences between nonectopic and ectopic mice in ventral MGB responses to isolated clicks or rapid click trains. (The explanation for this prediction is essentially that the response to the click following noise is boosted by the larger noise-offset response in nonectopic than ectopic mice.) Moreover, the model predicted that the difference between nonectopic and ectopic animals in the peak response to a click 20 ms following noise would be similar for noise durations of 200, 100, and 50 ms (Fig. 7c, left) because all three noise durations are long compared with the predicted time course of intensity gain control (Fig. 5) . We confirmed these predictions in experiments involving 4 of the ectopic and 3 of the nonectopic mice. As predicted by the model, ventral MGB population responses to clicks following noise were larger in nonectopic than ectopic animals, even for noise durations as short as 50 ms (Fig. 7a,b , right; one-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, p Ͻ 0.001 for all three noise durations). Moreover, peak firing rates to a click 20 ms following noise offset did not differ significantly between the 200, 100, and 50 ms noise-duration conditions, for either nonectopic or ectopic animals (Kruskal-Wallis test, p Ͼ 0.1 for both). Thus, the model successfully predicted stimulus conditions under which even the otherwise robust click responses appeared abnormal in ectopic animals.
Fewer offset-responsive thalamic neurons in ectopic mice
The modeling results indicated that the observed auditory thalamic abnormalities in ectopic mice could arise from a specific reduction in the contribution of an offset-sensitive central auditory channel to thalamic population activity. To investigate this possibility further, we examined the diversity of temporal profiles in neuronal responses to broadband noise, and the incidence of neurons with responses to noise offsets.
First, we performed a manual categorization of temporal response shapes, assigning each neuron to "On only," "Onsustain," "Part-sustain," "Pauser," "Build-up," "On-off," or "Off only" categories ( Fig. 8a) based on the most prominent temporal feature of the response to a 250 ms broadband noise. This analysis, conducted blind to the ectopic status of the mice, revealed clear differences between ectopic and nonectopic animals in the proportions of neurons with different noise-response profiles Figure 8c,d) . In particular, the proportion of MGB neurons with Conceptual explanation of the model. a, Graphical description of integration and adaptation computations producing intensity gain control. Time-varying sound level s(t) is convolved with the causal integration window w I (t) to obtain r I (t), the integrated stimulus input. Then, a time-varying gain function g(t) is computed using a simple version of the standard normalization equation (Carandini and Heeger, 2012) , with convolution of r I (t) and the causal adaptation window w A (t) in the denominator. This adaptive gain g(t) is multiplied time point by time point with the integrated stimulus input r I (t) to obtain the integrated and adapted function r IA (t), incorporating intensity gain control. b, Diagram of the full two-channel model. The time-varying sound level forms the input to an intensity gain control process as outlined in a. In the onset-sensitive channel (ch1), intensity gain control computations are followed by a delay, then thresholding, then weighting before summation with channel 2 output. In the offset-sensitive channel (ch2), intensity gain-control computations are followed by inversion and a longer delay than in ch1; the weighting of ch2 after thresholding is also reduced relative to that of ch1. Model output is the sum of the weighted activity in the two channels. All plots of channel activity and model output show activity relative to that produced by extended "silence" (simulated as very low-level noise). For simulations shown in Figures 6 and 7 , "nonectopic" model parameters were as follows: integration I ϭ 6 ms, adaptation A ϭ 10 ms; onset-sensitivechanneldelayϭ5ms,weightϭ1.0;offset-sensitivechanneldelayϭ13ms,weightϭ0.5."Ectopic"modelparameterswereidentical,exceptthattheweightingoftheoffset-sensitivechannel was reduced to 0.25. Figure 6 . A simple phenomenological model of central auditory processing can reproduce both similarities and differences between nonectopic and ectopic animals in the temporal features of auditory thalamic responses. Parameters for "nonectopic" (blue) and "ectopic" (red) models were identical, except that the weighting of the offset-sensitive channel was reduced in the "ectopic" model (for details, see an "On-off" response profile was significantly lower in ectopic than nonectopic mice (Fisher's exact test, p Ͻ 5 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 ); and conversely, the proportion of neurons with a "Build-up" response profile was higher ( p Ͻ 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 ). Like the deficit in thalamic sensitivity to brief gaps in noise, the deficit in the proportion of neurons with an "On-off" response profile was significant in the ventral and dorsal MGB subdivisions individually ( p Ͻ 0.001 for both), but not in the medial MGB subdivision ( p Ͼ 0.1). We also noted that there were very few cells with a pure "Off only" response profile (i.e., transient response only to noise offset), in either ectopic or nonectopic animals. Thus, this categorization analysis demonstrated that thalamic neurons sensitive to noise offsets also tended to respond to noise onsets; and that, compared with nonectopic animals, ectopic mice had fewer ventral and dorsal MGB neurons with "On-off" response profiles (and more with "Build-up" response profiles).
One limitation of this categorization analysis was that prominent temporal features of the responses to noise onsets (e.g., "Pauser"-type responses) could override weak responses to noise offsets when cells were assigned to their most representative temporal profile category (e.g., Fig. 8b) . To determine whether offset responses were less common in ectopic than nonectopic animals across all temporal response profiles, we devised an automated method for detecting significant responses to noise offsets (see Materials and Methods). We also used a similar method to detect noise-onset responses, to compare the strength and incidence of onset and offset responses to noise, independent of other aspects of the temporal response profile.
This automated analysis confirmed that offset-responsive thalamic neurons were rarer in ectopic than nonectopic mice and that most offset-responsive cells were also onset-responsive. In the MGB overall, 26% of neurons recorded in ectopic mice were significantly offset-responsive, compared with 35% of neurons in nonectopic mice (Table 1) ; the vast majority of these offsetresponsive cells were also onset-responsive (98% in ectopic mice, 97% in nonectopic mice; Table 1 ). The difference between ectopic and nonectopic animals in the percentage of offset-responsive cells was significant (Fisher's exact test, p Ͻ 0.005) and was not a consequence of reduced thalamic responsiveness overall because percentages of onset-responsive cells were comparable in ectopic and nonectopic animals (97% in both). Similar results were obtained in the ventral MGB subdivision alone (25% offsetresponsive cells in ectopic animals vs 36% in nonectopic animals, p Ͻ 0.01). A consistent but not significant tendency toward re- Figure 7 . Model correctly predicts deficits in ectopic animals for auditory thalamic population responses to clicks following noise. All model parameters and plotting conventions as in Figure 6 . a, Model predictions of responses to 50, 100, or 200 ms noise followed by click 20 ms after noise offset (left). Data testing these predictions (population PSTHs, right) were collected in experiments in 4 ectopic and 3 nonectopic animals. b, Zoomed-in view of population PSTHs during the 70 ms period following noise offset; click 20 ms after noise offset indicated by black dot below each trace. c, Left, Difference between peak "nonectopic" and "ectopic" model output for a simulated click 20 ms following noise, as a function of the duration of the noise. Right, Same analysis for ventral MGB data, showing mean Ϯ SE of difference between peak nonectopic and ectopic population firing rates for a click following noise.
duced numbers of offset-responsive cells was also evident in the dorsal MGB subdivision (33% offset-responsive cells in ectopic mice vs 45% in nonectopic mice, p ϭ 0.15), whereas in the medial MGB subdivision, there was little difference between ectopic and nonectopic animals (Table 1) .
Thus, compared with nonectopic mice, ectopic mice had fewer offset-responsive cells in the ventral MGB, with perhaps a weakly similar tendency in the dorsal MGB but no apparent abnormality in the medial MGB. Analyzing offset-responsive cells alone, we found no significant differences between ectopic and nonectopic mice in either the firing rate or the response probability of noise-offset responses, either in the MGB overall or in any individual subdivisions (Wilcoxon rank-sum tests for differences in medians, all p Ͼ 0.1; Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for differences in distributions, all p Ն 0.1). Therefore, we conclude that noise-offset responses in the auditory thalamus of ectopic mice were not grossly abnormal, but there was a thalamicsubdivision-specific deficit in the proportion of cells with offset responses. Moreover, we note that the pattern of subdivision specificity for this offset-response deficit mirrored that of the neural gap-detection deficit, suggesting that reduced noise-offset sensitivity could account for abnormally high neural gapdetection thresholds in ectopic mice.
Offset-responsive cells are exceptionally sensitive to brief gaps in noise in nonectopic but not ectopic mice The preceding experimental and modeling results all point to the same conclusion: abnormally weak thalamic sensitivity to brief gaps in noise in ectopic BXSB/MpJ-Yaa mice arises primarily from reduced central auditory activity following sound offsets.
To test this idea directly, we compared neural gap-detection thresholds between MGB neurons with significant offset (and usually also onset; see Table 1 ) responses to a 250 ms broadband noise, and MGB neurons with significant onset but not offset responses to that noise. Figure 9a illustrates the estimation of the neural gap-detection threshold for two offset-responsive cells, both of which would fall into the "off" category in Figure 9b -e. As demonstrated by these two examples and also by the on-off example neuron shown in Figure 1b , responses to the offset of the first noise burst in a gap-in-noise stimulus typically could not be distinguished from responses to the onset of the second noise burst for gap durations of Յ10 ms. Indeed, peak latencies of noise-offset responses typically exceeded 20 ms in both ectopic and nonectopic mice, whereas peak latencies of noise-onset responses were closer to 10 ms (e.g., in ventral MGB: median [5%-95% CI] latency to peak noise-offset response in offsetresponsive cells, 26 [12-48.8 ] ms for ectopic and 25 ms for nonectopic animals; latency to peak noise-onset response in onset-responsive cells, 11 [7-22.6 ] ms for ectopic and 11 [8 -20.3 ] ms for nonectopic animals). Thus, our method for defining the neural gap-detection threshold, as the minimum gap duration followed by a significant change in firing rate, was appropriate for the majority of offset-responsive as well as onset- Figure 8 . Differences between ectopic and nonectopic mice in distributions of temporal profiles for noise responses. a, Examples of different temporal profiles of responses to 250 ms broadband noise, all taken from ventral MGB recordings in one nonectopic animal. Plots represent mean Ϯ SE in firing rate across trials for successive 1 ms bins. Black bar along axis represents noise stimulus. b, Example of a response that did not fit neatly into the common temporal profile categories; this response was classified as "Pauser" type but clearly also had a weak response to noise offset. c, d, Percentages of neurons with different noise response profiles in (c) MGB overall, or (d) ventral, dorsal, and medial MGB subdivisions individually. Relative proportions of neurons with the various noise-response profiles differed significantly between nonectopic and ectopic animals in MGB overall and in the ventral and dorsal MGB subdivisions individually, but not in the medial MGB subdivision ( 2 test, with rare "Off-only" responses merged with "On-off" responses as required for 2 analysis: all MGB and ventral MGB, both p Ͻ 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 ; dorsal MGB, p Ͻ 0.005; medial MGB, p Ͼ 0.3). The differences in the distributions arose primarily from a decrease in the proportion of "On-off" response types, and an increase in the proportion of "Build-up" response types, in ectopic compared with nonectopic animals (see Results). Red represents ectopic animals. Blue represents nonectopic animals. Striped boxes represent single-unit recordings. Solid boxes represent multiunit recordings. The vast majority of offset-responsive neurons were also onset-responsive (96%-100% in all the table groups).
b Probability of the observed results under the null hypothesis that the proportion of responsive cells is no different in ectopic and nonectopic animals (Fisher's exact test).
responsive neurons. As explained in Materials and Methods, we also corrected neural gap-detection threshold estimates where necessary by visual inspection of responses across gap durations while blinded to the ectopic or nonectopic status of the animal.
This analysis of neural gap-detection thresholds revealed that, in nonectopic animals, offset-responsive cells displayed very high sensitivity to brief gaps in noise. Neural gap-detection thresholds in nonectopic mice were significantly shorter for offset-responsive cells than for cells that were onset-but-not-offset-responsive, both in the MGB overall ( Fig. 9b ; Wilcoxon ranksum test, cyan vs dark blue, p Ͻ 0.005) and in the ventral MGB alone ( Fig. 9c-e; ventral MGB, p Ͻ 0.005; dorsal MGB, p ϭ 0.14; medial MGB, p ϭ 0.61). In contrast, in ectopic mice, there were no significant differences in neural gap-detection thresholds between offset-responsive and onset-but-notoffset-responsive cells, either in MGB overall (Fig. 9b , magenta vs dark red; p ϭ 0.87) or in any of the individual subdivisions ( Fig. 9c-e; all p Ͼ 0.4). Similar results were obtained from Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for differences in distributions in MGB overall (off vs on-not-off: nonectopic mice, p Ͻ 0.005; ectopic mice, p ϭ 0.7; differences not significant in individual subdivisions).
These findings indicate that (1) in nonectopic mice, offset-responsive cells are significantly more sensitive to very brief gaps in noise than onset-but-notoffset-responsive cells; and (2) in ectopic mice, the high gap-in-noise sensitivity of the offset-responsive neural population is greatly diminished. The results therefore suggest that abnormalities in offset-responsive cells contribute disproportionately to the thalamic deficit in gap-in-noise sensitivity observed in ectopic mice. However, it should 4 Figure 9 . Deficit in thalamic sensitivity to brief gaps in noise in ectopic mice reflects loss of exceptional gap-in-noise sensitivity of offset-responsive cells. a, Examples of neural gap-detection threshold determination for two "off" cells: a rare offset-responsive cell with no onset response (left) and the more common occurrence of an offset-responsive cell, which also had an onset response (right). Conventions as in Figure 1b also be noted the deficit was not exclusively restricted to offsetresponsive cells. In both the MGB overall and the ventral MGB subdivision individually, neural gap-detection thresholds were significantly longer in ectopic than nonectopic mice for both offset-responsive and onset-but-not-offset-responsive cells ( Fig.  9b-e ; Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, ectopic vs nonectopic mice: offset-responsive cells, all MGB p Ͻ 3 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 , ventral MGB p Ͻ 4 ϫ 10 Ϫ8 , dorsal MGB p ϭ 0.08, medial MGB p ϭ 0.55; onsetbut-not-offset-responsive cells, all MGB p Ͻ 3 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 , ventral MGB p Ͻ 3 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 , dorsal MGB p ϭ 0.64, medial MGB p ϭ 0.23; similar results obtained from Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for differences in distributions). Interestingly, in cells with a "Build-up" response profile as determined by manual categorization of PSTH shapes (which typically corresponded to a subset of the "on-not-off" cells identified by automated detection of onset and offset responses), neural gap-detection thresholds were not significantly different between ectopic and nonectopic animals (Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, MGB overall p ϭ 0.03, individual subdivisions all p Ͼ 0.09; Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, MGB overall and individual subdivisions all p Ͼ 0.05). However, there was still a weak trend among "Build-up" cells toward longer neural gap-detection thresholds in ectopic than nonectopic mice, and our sample sizes for this response profile were too limited (Fig. 8) to allow us to draw strong conclusions about the presence or absence of a neural gap-detection deficit in these cells.
Abnormal tone-offset response characteristics in ectopic mice
The previous results show both that the proportion of offsetresponsive thalamic cells is abnormally low in ectopic relative to nonectopic mice and that the sensitivity of offset-responsive cells to brief gaps in noise is abnormally poor. We wondered whether responses of thalamic neurons to tone offsets were also abnormal in ectopic animals, and in particular, whether previously identified characteristics of tone-offset responses in the auditory forebrain differed between ectopic and nonectopic animals.
Previous studies in other rodent species have shown that toneoffset responses are often tuned to higher sound frequencies than tone-onset responses, in auditory thalamic and cortical neurons that exhibit both onset and offset responses to tones (He, 2001; Scholl et al., 2010) . We estimated frequency tuning of tone-onset and tone-offset responses for the neurons in our dataset with clear onset and offset responses to tones, as determined by inspection of tone-evoked PSTHs and frequency-intensity response areas (examples, Fig. 10a ). A total of 99 MGB cells from nonectopic mice and 45 from ectopic mice demonstrated clearly tuned responses to both tone onsets and tone offsets; of these, 50 nonectopic and 17 ectopic recordings were from ventral MGB.
In nonectopic mice as in other rodent species, tone-offset responses of auditory thalamic neurons were tuned to significantly higher sound frequencies than tone-onset responses ( Fig. 10b ; one-tailed sign tests, p Ͻ 5 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 in both MGB overall and ventral MGB alone). However, in ectopic mice, tone-offset CFs were not consistently or significantly higher than tone-onset CFs; there was a trend evident in MGB overall (sign test, p ϭ 0.03) but no significant effect in the ventral MGB alone ( p ϭ 0.5). Because the power of our statistical test to detect differences between tone-offset and tone-onset CFs was lower for ectopic than nonectopic animals (due to the smaller number of cells in ectopic mice with both offset and onset responses to tones), we investigated this apparent abnormality more closely through direct comparisons between ectopic and nonectopic animals. We quantified onset-offset tuning asymmetry for each cell as the octave difference between tone-offset and tone-onset CFs (i.e., log2 ͩ CF off CF on ͪ ) and found that tuning asymmetry was indeed significantly weaker in ectopic than nonectopic animals ( Fig. 10c ; Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, p Ͻ 0.01 both in MGB overall and in ventral MGB alone). Therefore, a defining characteristic of tone-offset responses in the auditory thalamus, higher frequency tuning for tone-offset than tone-onset responses, was clearly apparent in nonectopic mice but abnormally weak in ectopic mice.
Moreover, the weak onset-offset tuning asymmetry in ectopic animals appeared to arise specifically from abnormalities in the fre- quency tuning of tone-offset responses. Although tone-onset response tuning was statistically indistinguishable in ectopic and nonectopic animals ( Fig. 10d ; Wilcoxon rank-sum tests on toneonset CFs, p Ͼ 0.1 for both MGB overall and ventral MGB alone), tone-offset responses were tuned to significantly lower sound frequencies in ectopic than nonectopic animals ( Fig. 10e ; Wilcoxon rank-sum tests on tone-offset CFs, p Ͻ 0.0005 in MGB overall, trend at p ϭ 0.014 in ventral MGB alone). Therefore, compared with nonectopic mice, ectopic mice have abnormalities not only in the proportion of offset-responsive thalamic cells (Table 1) and the sensitivity of those cells to brief gaps in noise (Fig. 9) , but also in the frequency tuning of offset responses (Fig. 10) .
Controls for effects of anesthesia
In principle, it is possible that the incidence of offset responses might have been reduced by our use of urethane anesthesia and that physiological differences we observed between ectopic and nonectopic mice might have arisen from differing sensitivity to anesthesia. In fact, however, the proportions of offset-responsive cells we observed in auditory thalamus of nonectopic animals were similar to or larger than those reported in most previous studies of offset-responsive cells in the auditory forebrain (Volkov and Galazjuk, 1991; He, 2001) , including in awake guinea pig thalamus (Edeline et al., 1999) and awake monkey auditory cortex (Recanzone, 2000) . Moreover, internal controls provided by the experimental results themselves argue against the possibility that differences in susceptibility to anesthesia could explain the differences in offset-response incidence between ectopic and nonectopic animals. The physiological deficits in ectopic mice were not only specific to particular auditory thalamic subdivisions (i.e., ventral and perhaps dorsal MGB but not medial MGB) but also specific to particular auditory stimuli (i.e., gap-in-noise stimuli, noise offsets, and clicks following noise). Also, we found no significant differences between ectopic and nonectopic mice in thalamic response properties that would be most expected to vary with depth of anesthesia, such as spontaneous firing rates, click response latencies, tone intensity thresholds, and responses to rapid click trains.
Furthermore, we found no significant differences between ectopic and nonectopic animals in various measures of susceptibility to anesthesia and analgesia. For example, there were no significant differences between ectopic and nonectopic mice in the amount of anesthesia or analgesia required to maintain stability during recording experiments (Wilcoxon rank-sum test on dosages administered blind to ectopic/nonectopic status, p Ͼ 0.7 for both urethane and buprenorphine). There were also no significant differences between ectopic and nonectopic mice in total survival time under anesthesia (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p Ͼ 0.4). Finally, physiological response properties appeared to be similarly stable under anesthesia in both ectopic and nonectopic animals; for example, there were no significant differences in neural gap-detection thresholds measured at the first two and last two recording sites of each experiment in either ectopic or nonectopic mice (Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, p Ͼ 0.3 for both ectopic and nonectopic mice). We conclude that the observed physiological differences between nonectopic and ectopic animals are unlikely to have arisen from differing sensitivity to anesthesia.
Discussion
Here we have shown that ectopic BXSB/MpJ-Yaa mice have a stimulus-specific, pathway-specific deficit in auditory processing that affects auditory thalamic representations of brief gaps in noise. This deficit does not appear to arise from a peripheral auditory problem, from a general deficit in central auditory temporal acuity, or from abnormalities in central auditory responses to noise onsets or prolonged noise. Rather, the key abnormality is reduced central auditory activity following noise offsets. This abnormality alone can account for both the stimulus specificity and the subdivision specificity of the thalamic deficits observed in ectopic animals. Moreover, data from both ectopic and nonectopic mice can be replicated by a novel phenomenological model of central auditory processing of temporal variations in sound intensity incorporating dissociable sound-onset-sensitive and sound-offset-sensitive channels. Differences in thalamic population activity between ectopic and nonectopic animals are captured by only one parameter change in this model: a reduction in the weighting of the sound-offset-sensitive channel. The model therefore provides a proof of concept that a specific deficit in central auditory sensitivity to sound offsets could be the neural mechanism underlying the thalamic abnormalities observed in ectopic mice.
In ectopic mice, we find that reduced thalamic population activity following sound offsets arises from a reduction in the proportion of offset-responsive cells. Moreover, the response characteristics of the offset-responsive cells in ectopic animals are abnormal, with reduced sensitivity to very brief gaps in noise and abnormal frequency tuning of offset responses relative to onset responses. Intriguingly, in nonectopic (i.e., control) mice, offsetresponsive cells are more sensitive to very brief gaps in noise than onset-but-not-offset-responsive cells, but this exceptional temporal acuity of offset-responsive cells is lost in ectopic mice. All these abnormalities in ectopic mice are most pronounced in the lemniscal subdivision, ventral MGB, which also contains the largest proportion of offset-responsive neurons in nonectopic animals.
Previous studies have demonstrated that, in auditory cortex, changes in neural gap-detection thresholds of sound-onsetsensitive neurons parallel developmental or experience-related changes in behavioral gap-detection thresholds (Jiang et al., 2015; e.g., Zhao et al., 2015) . Our results suggest that activity in offsetresponsive neurons may be even more critical to auditory temporal acuity, particularly in the lemniscal thalamus. Moreover, the results indicate that auditory thalamic subdivisions in the mouse differ not only in temporal response properties such as latency, response reliability, and adaptation as previously described (Anderson et al., 2009; Anderson and Linden, 2011) , but also in the prevalence of sound-offset responses.
A specific deficit in central auditory activity following sound offsets In the visual system, an "on-off dichotomy" for visual processing has been recognized for decades; "on" and "off" processing channels emerge in the retina, are maintained into the visual thalamus, and are then integrated, interdigitated, and opposed in the visual cortex (Westheimer, 2007; Jin et al., 2008) . In the auditory system, on the other hand, even the existence of an on-off dichotomy is a topic for debate. Most neurons in the central auditory system respond much more strongly to the onset of a sound than to its offset (Phillips et al., 2002) ; and accordingly, the majority of research on central auditory processing has focused on onset responses. However, recent research suggests that a dedicated "off" channel for auditory processing may emerge at the level of the auditory brainstem; cells in the superior paraolivary nucleus (SPN) have specialized cellular mechanisms for generating sound-offset responses (Kopp-Scheinpflug et al., 2011). Offsetresponsive neurons have also been observed in the cochlear nu-cleus (Suga, 1964; Young and Brownell, 1976) but are more commonly reported in the ascending auditory pathway beyond the SPN, including the inferior colliculus (Fuzessery and Hall, 1999; Pérez-González et al., 2006; Kasai et al., 2012) , the auditory thalamus (He, 2001 (He, , 2002 (He, , 2003 , and the auditory cortex (Recanzone, 2000; Qin et al., 2007; Fishman and Steinschneider, 2009; Scholl et al., 2010) . In the auditory thalamus, offset-responsive neurons have been reported to form segregated clusters (He, 2001) , and in auditory cortical neurons, sound-onset and soundoffset responses appear to be driven by nonoverlapping sets of synapses (Scholl et al., 2010) . Together, these findings support the existence of distinct onset-sensitive and offset-sensitive auditory processing channels (i.e., an on-off dichotomy in auditory processing).
The present work provides compelling new evidence for an on-off dichotomy in auditory processing, by demonstrating that abnormalities in auditory thalamic responses to sound onsets and offsets can be dissociated. The data also show that apparent deficits in central auditory temporal acuity, such as abnormally weak auditory thalamic responses to brief gaps in noise, can arise from deficits in auditory processing of sound offsets alone. More speculatively, because our results were obtained in a mouse model of neocortical ectopias that are also observed in humans with developmental disorders, the findings raise the possibility that specific deficits in brain sensitivity to sound offsets might underlie poorly understood auditory processing deficits in humans.
Possible origins of the deficit and relation to ectopias
The origin of the offset-response deficit in auditory thalamus of ectopic mice is presently unclear. Because the deficit is specific to offset-responsive thalamic cells, it may reflect an abnormality in a brainstem structure specialized for sound-offset detection, such as the SPN. The SPN sends a strong inhibitory projection to the inferior colliculus in the auditory midbrain (Kulesza and Berrebi, 2000; Saldaña et al., 2009) , which then projects on to the auditory thalamus. If the inhibitory SPN projection innervates inhibitory cells in the inferior colliculus (Mellott et al., 2014) , then SPN activity following sound offsets could disinhibit auditory thalamic neurons. Therefore, it is possible that the offset-response deficit observed in auditory thalamus of ectopic mice originates from an abnormality in the SPN or its projections to the inferior colliculus. However, the SPN also projects directly to the MGB, and particularly to the medial MGB (Schofield et al., 2014) , which did not respond abnormally to either sound offsets or brief gaps in noise in ectopic animals. Thus, if the thalamic offset-response deficit arises within the ascending auditory pathway, it seems more likely to reflect an abnormality in the midbrain or in the thalamus itself than in the SPN.
Alternatively (or additionally), the offset-response deficit in auditory thalamus of ectopic mice might arise through descending cortical feedback. Responses to sound offsets are prominent in the auditory cortex (Recanzone, 2000; Qin et al., 2007; Fishman and Steinschneider, 2009; Scholl et al., 2010) , and the cortex sends strong descending connections to the thalamus, including feedback from primary auditory cortex to the ventral MGB subdivision (Winer, 2006) . Moreover, previous studies indicate that behavioral ability to detect brief gaps in noise is impaired by cortical lesions (Ison et al., 1991) and modulated by cortical activity (Weible et al., 2014) . Therefore, it is possible that offsetresponse deficits (and gap-in-noise response deficits) in auditory thalamus of ectopic mice might arise from abnormalities in auditory cortical activity, propagated to the thalamus via corticothalamic projections. Partial support for this hypothesis comes from reports that sound-offset responses in the auditory thalamus can be facilitated by local cortical activation, whereas soundonset responses are often suppressed (He, 2003) . However, as this previous work itself illustrates, it is unclear how intracortical changes could alter corticothalamic feedback to produce a specific deficit in thalamic responses to sound offsets without also affecting thalamic responses to sound onsets.
The relationship between cortical ectopias and offsetresponse deficits in BXSB/MpJ-Yaa mice is another open question. There are two obvious possibilities: either the ectopias in frontal cortex somehow cause the offset-response deficit in auditory thalamus or the two abnormalities are distinct consequences of a common underlying developmental cause. Ectopias (molecular layer heterotopias) are observed in many inbred mouse strains (Ramos et al., 2008) , but it is primarily in BXSB/MpJ-Yaa mice that these microabnormalities have been linked with auditory processing deficits (Clark et al., 2000b; Frenkel et al., 2000; Peiffer et al., 2002) . Our ectopic BXSB/MpJ-Yaa animals typically had a single ectopia, located in the motor cortex. Recent studies have documented a strong projection from the motor cortex to auditory cortex in mice (Nelson et al., 2013) , which suppresses auditory cortical activity during movement (Schneider et al., 2014) . It is therefore possible that ectopia-induced abnormalities in motor cortex activity might directly affect the development of auditory cortical circuitry, and that subsequent alteration in patterns of corticothalamic activity could disrupt development of sound-offset responses in the auditory thalamus. Indeed, other previous studies have already demonstrated that neocortical malformations outside of the auditory cortex can affect auditory thalamocortical development and auditory processing behavior: induced developmental malformations in somatosensory cortex, generated by brief application of a freezing probe to the parietal skull in neonatal rats, produce abnormalities in auditory thalamic morphology, auditory cortical physiology, and auditory processing behavior in adult animals (Fitch et al., 1994; Herman et al., 1997; Clark et al., 2000a; Peiffer et al., 2004; Escabí et al., 2007; Higgins et al., 2008) . In animals with spontaneously arising neocortical malformations, including BXSB/MpJ-Yaa mice, it is also possible that the neuronal migration abnormalities affecting cortical development may additionally and separately affect development and function of brainstem structures early in the auditory pathway (Truong et al., 2015) . Further experiments are clearly necessary to explore these possibilities.
Potential implications for humans
An estimated 2%-3% of children have listening difficulties with otherwise normal hearing (Chermak and Musiek, 1997), but there is debate about whether this problem arises from specific developmental abnormalities in the central auditory pathway (Cacace and McFarland, 2005; ASHA, 2005; Dillon et al., 2012) , or from more general attentional, cognitive, or language difficulties common to many brain disorders (Dawes and Bishop, 2009; Moore et al., 2013) . Our results in ectopic and nonectopic BXSB/ MpJ-Yaa mice provide neurophysiological support for the idea that developmental disruption can produce specific abnormalities in central auditory processing. The results also suggest that gap-detection deficits may reflect specific impairment of a sound-offset-sensitive auditory processing channel.
Both experimental data and mathematical modeling suggest that the auditory brain abnormality underlying gap-detection deficits in ectopic BXSB/MpJ-Yaa mice is best described as a weakening of a central auditory processing channel that is acti-vated following sound offsets. In humans, such a subtle deficit would not be detected by standard clinical measures of hearing sensitivity that focus on measuring thresholds for detection of sound onsets. However, a deficit in sound-offset sensitivity could nevertheless impair listening ability under circumstances in which perceiving sound offsets may be as important as perceiving sound onsets (e.g., when listening to speech in noisy environments) (Hopkins and Moore, 2009 ).
